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1. Unique expression of a fibronectin isoform in mycosis fungoides

2. Retrospective analysis of a subset of human repeat insult patch tests conducted by the Research Institute for Fragrance Materials over the years.

3. Suppression of p38α promotes fibroblast-led human squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) invasion through p38δ-dependent mechanism

4. Keratinocyte p38α ablation reveals a context-dependent regulation of tumor initiation, tumor type specification, maintenance, and malignancy.

5. Cancer immune control requires interferon-α dependent activation of the p16Ink4a senescence signaling pathways.

6. Family history of melanoma is a strong predictor for melanoma mortality rate in different ethnic groups.

7. Keratinocyte p38α ablation reveals a context-dependent regulation of tumor initiation, tumor type specification, maintenance, and malignancy.

8. CDC20 played an oncogenic role in human cSCC progression.

9. Heterogeneity of CNV in primary acral subtype melanoma


11. Ruxolitinib reverses accelerated tumor growth of RDEB-cSCCs in a xenograft mouse model


13. Uncharacterized protein REDI is required for epidermal differentiation and suppression of cancer invasion

14. CDC20 played an oncogenic role in human cSCC progression.

15. Association of particulate matter air pollution and itch: a digital epidemiology approach

16. Uncharacterized protein REDI is required for epidermal differentiation and suppression of cancer invasion

17. Precision RNA-sequencing of squamous cell carcinoma in situ identifies therapeutic targets


19. Revealing a common, yet novel cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma driver mutation hidden in the photodamaged skin genome

20. Expression and significance of RPK3 in the squamous cell carcinoma

21. An in vitro model of immunotherapy-tolerant melanoma persisters cell

22. CDC20 played an oncogenic role in human cSCC progression.
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<tr>
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<td>1038</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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